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Abstract
Dunng 1992 and 1993 expenments were conducted in the shallow east side of
Great Bay, New Hampshire. These expenments were conducted to better understand the
morphodynamcs and evolutionar tendencies of shallow tida embayments and intertdal
flats. Hardware and software used in the collection of data are descnbed. Discussed also
are techniques used to collect data. Six pressure temperature loggers (PTL) and one current
meter (TCSWG) were developed for the expenments. Both instrments are internally
powered and internally recording. The instrments were developed - because no company
was found that manufactured a similar instrment within the pnce range of the project.
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1. Introduction
Pressure measurements required for the Great Bay, New Hampshire, expenment
necessitated the constrction of several small, programable, inexpensive, accurate, and
reliable) PressureITemperature Loggers (PTLs). The instrments were designed and built
at WHOI because no adequately programable instrment was commercialy available to
log tides, waves and temperature for the needed duration (one month) at a cost the project
could bear (less than $3,000 each). The tyical pnce for an instrment of this type is $5-
10k. The project funded the constrction of 5 PTLs which were deployed successfully at
Great Bay for one month penods dunng the two expenments. Ths report descnbes (i) the
design and calibration of the PTL, (ii) the deployment and resulting observations from
Great Bay, and (iii) the motivation behind the expenment and other recently accomplished,
closely related work.
1.1. Motivation and goals
The overall goal of the project funded by NSF grant OCE 91-02429, of which the
Great . Bay expenment is one component, is an improved understanding of the
morphodynamcs and evolutionar tendencies of shallow tida embayments and intertdal
flats. The strong tida nonlineanties, poorly quantified role of wind waves, and the
importt interactions between hydrodynamcs, sediment transport, and morphology have
posed such difcult scientific questions in the past that the question of the evolution of
these shallow coasta systems has not been resolved. The focus of the project is the
temporal and spatial distrbution of shear stress due to tida circulation and episodic wind
wave activity, and the consequences of this stress distrbution for sediment transport and
morphologic change. Questions being addressed include: (1) What is the dominant
momentum balance governing tida flow over representative intertda flats? (2) Do tidal
curents, wind waves, or an intermttent combination of both regimes domiate the bottom
stress field? (3) Are spatial or temporal asymmetres in bottom stress more relevant to net
sediment transport? (4) What "equilibnum" tidal flat morphologies (and embayment
morphologies in general) are likely to develop from different bottom stress fields? (5) How
does morphology feed back to afect hydrodynamcs as equilibnum is approached? (6) Do
observations indicate significant correlations between temporalspatial vanations in the
wave/current cliat and temporalspatial vanations in the tidal flat topography, bottom
sediment properties, and/or suspended sediment concentration?
At present the hydrodynamc detals of intertida flow over flats is poorly
understood. The large changes in water depth over flats has made the collection of
accurate, continuous observations of currents and pressure gradients parcularly diffcult.
The charactenstically large changes in water depth have similarly impeded developments in
our theoretical understanding of these flows. Yet the presence of intertdal flats along
economically importt coastal areas and waterways has required their representation in
increasingly detaled numencal models of coastal fluid motion. One novel approach to the
dynamcal inclusion of intertdal flats in finite element models assumes the highly nonlinear
momentum balance across the flats to be fnctionally dominated, allowing the neglect of the
instabilty-inducing acceleration terms from the momentum equation (Fnednchs et aL.,
1990, 1992b). This numencal approach is presently being extended by a group at the
Thayer School of Engineenng, Darouth College, led by D. R. Lynch (Ip, et al,
submitted). A major motivation for this field expenment was to better constrain tidal flat
hydrodynamcs for application to these models, including clarcation of the appropnate
momentum balance.
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1.2. Other related work
This report focuses on the observational aspects of this study. However, much
theoretical work and syntheses of existing observations relevant to the morphodynamcs of
tidal embayments have also been completed under funding from the same National Science
Foundation grant. Two theoretical aspects of tida morphodynamcs were studied in
parcular: (i) mechanisms responsible for temporal asymmetnes in bottom stress dunng
flood and ebb (Friednchs and Madsen, 1992; Friedrichs, 1993; Fnednchs and Aubrey,
1994 a, b), and (ii) evolution toward morphologies which mie spatial vanations in
bottom stress (Friedrichs, 1993, 1995; Fnednchs and Aubrey, 1992, 1994 a, b, 1996;
Fnednchs et aI., 1992a). Temporal asymmetnes in bottom stress enhance transport of
coarse sediment in the direction of flood- or ebb-dominance, and may either accelerate the
tendency for estuanne in-filing (under flood-dominance) or perhaps lead to a stable balance
between sediment supply and dispersal (under ebb-dominance). If critical stress at erosion
and deposition are significantly different, as is tyically the case for fine sediment in tidal
channels and on tidal flats, then "diffusive" dispersion of fine sediment is likely. Spatial
varations in bottom stress wil then favor deposition in areas of lower relatve to areas of
higher stress. .. .
The first topic is an analytc extension of 1-D numerical modeling expenments
conducted by Speer and Aubrey (1985) and Fnednchs and Aubrey (1988). Through
diagnostic numencal modeling and companson of results to field observations, Speer and
Aubrey (1985) and Fnednchs and Aubrey (1988) showed that embayments which are
shallow relative to tidal amplitude tend to be flood-dominant, whereas embayments with
deep channels and large tidal flats tend to be ebb-dominant. Fnednchs and Madsen (1992)
and Fnednchs and Aubrey (1994b) showed analytcaly that the hydrodynamics of these
systems in general, and their non-linear aspects in paricular, can be more easily understood
if one assumes the first-order momentum balance to be fnctionally-dominated. Applying
ths simplification, Fnedrichs and Madsen (1992) and Fnednchs and Aubrey (1994b)
derived an "asymmetr parameter", y, which governs when systems will be flood- or
ebb-dominant. Ths parameter is given by y = õa! - o'blb, where a is tidal amplitude, h is
chael depth at mean water (excludi flats), b is embayment width at mean water
(includig flats), o'b is the amplitude of chage in embayment width over the tida cycle,
and Õ is a dimensionless number between about 1 (when acceleration is importt) and 1.6
(when acceleration is unportant). Ify;: 0, systems tend to be flood-domiant; if y: 0
they tend to be ebb-dominant.
The second theoretical topic is qualitatively consistent with the concepts of shear
and setting lag developed by Postma (1967), where lags between hydrodynamcs and
sediment response cause sediment to move away from areas of high stress and toward
areas of low stress. Friednchs (1995) tested the applicabilty of ths argument to
channelized embayments by examning spring tidal discharge and cross-sectional geometr
from 228 sections in 26 separate sheltered tidal systems. Friednchs (1995) found the
distnbution of (tidally-induced) maxmum bottom stress, 't, withn individual systems to be
statistically consistent with spatially uniform 'to The cntical shear stress just capable of
initiating sediment motion was found to provide a lower bound on 't, and the charactenstic
value of 't appropnate to individual systems was found to be a function of spnng tida
range. Small along-channel deviations away from uniform 't were associated with along-
channel vanation in the direction of maximum discharge, suggesting a feedback mechansm
between temporal and spatial asymmetnes in 'to It was hypothesized that convergence in
the direction of maxmum shear stress (due to temporal asymmetnes) causes deposition, a
reduction in cross-sectional area, and an increase in velocity. Area is reduced and velocity
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is increased until a locally increased magntude of 't is reached which effectively disperses
the sediment once more (via spatial asymmetnes). This feedback between temporal and
spatial asymmetnes is consistent with the analytc results of Friednchs and Aubrey
(1994b), who also found a tendency for counteracting temporal and spatial asymmetnes to
be present in stable tidal channels.
Fnednchs and Aubrey (1996) applied simiar concepts to the study of equilibnum
tidal flat hypsometry, i.e., the distnbution of horiontal surface area with respect to
elevation. Recent observations of tidal flat morphology have correlated convex hypsometr
with large tide ranges, long-term accretion and/or low energy wave activity. Concave
hypsometry, in turn, has been correlated with small tide ranges, long-term erosion and/or
high energy wave activity. Fnednchs and Aubrey (1996) demonstrated that this empincal
vanation in tidal flat hypsometr is consistent with a simple morphodynamc model which
assumes tida flats to be at equilibnum when t is spatially unform. Two genera cases
were considered: (i) domiance of 't by tidal curents, where 't is equa to maum
tidally-generated shear stress, and (ii) dominance of't by wid waves, where 't is equa to
maxum wave-generated shear stress. Analytic solutions indicated that domiation by
tida currents favors a convex hypsometry, and domination by wind waves favors a
concave hypsometry. In addition to the roles played by tides and waves, the effect of
shoreline curvature on equilibnum hypsometr was also found to be important.
1.3. Experiment overview
The observational portion of this project is focused on a large intertdal mud flat and
channel system in Great Bay, NH (Figure 1.1). Great Bay was selected as the field site for
several reasons. In parcular: (1) Great Bay contains one of the largest expanses of
sheltered, intertdal mud flats in the norteastern United States. Previous observational and
modelig work (see Section 1.1) has indicated the importance of intertda flats in
determning flood- or ebb dominance of entire embayments. Previous field studies
performed by our group at Woods Hole have focused pnmanly on tidal channels, including
the Nauset Inet system (Aubrey and Speer, 1985) and Chatham Harbor (Giese et aI.,
1989), and intertidal mud flats are an under-studied environment in comparison, especially
with regards to hydrodynamcs. (2) Background literatue is avaiable on the general
hydrodynamc conditions and geologic history of the Great Bay estuar, compiled in large
par by the faculty of the Jackson Estuanne Laboratory, University of New Hampshire.
Recent, generaled bibliographies on Great Bay have been compiled by Penniman et ai.
(1989) and Short (1992). (3) Previous systems that have been studied in detal by our
group (Nauset, Chatham) are flood-dominant, whereas histoncal observations indicate at
least certain portions of Great Bay are ebb-dominant.
Table 1.1 and Figure 1.1 summanze the locations and durations of instrment
deployments at Great Bay. Deployment locations are relative to the benchmark at the
Emery Far (157 Newington Rd, Greenland, NH) at 70° 50.085'W, 43° 03.407' N, with
angles in degrees clockwise of tre north. The PTLs formed the major component of the
field expenment and are the pnmar focus of this report. Additional aspects of the Great
Bay experiment wil be documented in subsequent reports and papers. The PT
deployment scheme dunng the fall of 1992 was aimed at identifying general patterns in the
tidal pressure gradient, and thus the PTLs were distnbuted widely over the flats. Having
identified the onentation of the gradient in the first year, the second deployment in the
summer of 1993 positioned al but one of the PTs in a single line more closely spaced
along the dominant pressure gradient. In both years the PTLs were deployed inside PVC
pipe sunk into the tidal flat in an attempt to (i) minimi flow disturbance, and (ii) allow
accurate documentation of tidal water levels all the way to tidal flat exposure.
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Table 1.1 Great Bay field expenment instrment locations
Instrment Deplovrent Retrival Distace Angle Sampling Dat
Dat Dat (m) (deg) Scheme Oualtv
PTOI 9/19/92 9/30/92 1167 274.3 6 iin + 240 (g 4 Hz each he Good
1011/92 10/15/92 375 310.6 6 iin + 240 (g 4 Hz each he Good
8/1 0/93 8/17/93 955 283.6 6 iin + 120 (g 4 Hz each he Good
8/18/93 9/2/93 955 283.6 6 iin + 120 (g 4 Hz each he Good
PT03 9/25/92 9/30/92 696 281. 8 6 min + 240 (g 4 Hz each he Poor
10/1/92 10/17/92 996 312.2 6 min + 240 (g 4 Hz each he Poor
8/11/93 8/26/93 285 317.8 6 iin + 120 (g 4 Hz each hr Good
8/27/93 9/2193 285 317.8 6 iin + 120 (g 4 Hz each hr Good
PT4 9/20/92 9/30/92 375 310.6 6 iin + 240 (g 4 Hz each he Good
10/1/92 10/17/92 1167 274.3 6 iin + 240 (g 4 Hz each hr Good
8/10/93 8/26/93 432 243.1 6 iin + 120 (g 4 Hz each he Good
- _.. 8/27/93 9/2/93 432 243.1 6 iin + 120 (g.4 Hz each hr Good
PT05 9/20/92 9130/92 592 255.7 6 in + 240 (g 4 Hz each he Good
10/1/92 10/17/92 592 255.7 6 min + 240 (g 4 Hz each he Good
8/10/93 8/26/93 396 220.0 6 min + 120 (g 4 Hz each he Good
8/27/93 9/2193 396 220.0 6 min + 120 (g 4 Hz each he Good
PT06 9/20/92 9/30/92 996 312.2 6 iin + 240 (g 4 Hz each he Good
10/1/92 10/13/92 696 281.8 6 min + 240 (g 4 Hz each he Good
8/10/93 8/26/93 659 277.1 6 iin + 120 (g 4 Hz each he Good
8/27/93 912/93 659 277.1 6 iin + 120 (g 4 Hz each hr Good
TCSWG 8/11/93 8/17/93 1219 293.9 120 (g 4 Hz each 6 iin No data
8/18/93 8/19/93 768 281.7 120 (g 4 Hz each 6 iin Good
8/20/93 8/22/93 768 281. 7 120 (g 4 Hz each 6 min No data
8/23/93 8/26/93 545 271.5 120 (g 4 Hz each 6 min Good
8/27/93 9/793 1219 293.9 120 (g 4 Hz each 6 min No data
635-9 9/20/92 10/13/92 695 281.8 256 (g 2 Hz each 30 min Good
8/10/93 9/2/93 435 265.3 256 (g 2 Hz each 30 min Good
IDR516 8/11/93 9/2/93 1219 293.9 6 ßUn interval Good
IDR515 9/20/92 10/16/92 Jackson Lab pier 6 ßUn interval Good
8/10/93 9/2193 Jackson Lab pier 6 ßUn interval Good
Anemometer 9/21/92 10/16/92 Swan Island 1 ßUn interval Poor
Angle of Pierce Pt eat of due nort: 249.0
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2. Instrument Design
Pressure measurements required for the Great Bay expenment necessitated the
construction of several small, programable, inexpensive (but accurate and reliable)
Pressure and Temperature Loggers (PTs). The PTs had to be smal enough to fit inside
wells sunk into the flats at Great Bay, yet have power and data storage capacity suffcient to
record detailed wave and tide information internally for periods up to a month. Temperatue
measurements, although not used for the New Hampshire project, were included in the
PTL's capabilty to accommodate other future requirements. A YSI thermster was used as
the sensor and read via a voltage divider (Figue 2.3). The center voltage of the voltage
divider inputs directly to one of the analog channels of the Tattle Tale data logger.
2.1. Mechanical
Due to the specifications that the PTL be used in shallow water it was feasible to
constrct the case of polyvyne1cholnde (PVC). PVC was chosen for its low cost, chemical
compatibîltywithseawater,and its ease of machining. PVC and 316 Stainless Steel (SS)
are the only materials exposed to the manne environment. The case (Figure 2.1) is 17
inches (43 cm) in length (including the 0.63 inch (1.6 cm) lid). The handle adds about two
inches to the lengt of the case. Al but one of the PTLs have an external diameter of 5.0
inches (12.7 cm), and an internal diameter of 3.6 inches (9.2 cm). The exception is PT #
06, which was a prototype, and has an O.D. of 5.6 inches (14.2 cm) and an il of 4.1
inches (10.5 cm). The water seal design of the case (Figure 2.1) consists of simple o-nng
seals, 1/4 inch pipe theads, and 1/4 inch screws for end cap fasteners. One end of the case
is permanently closed with a welded and glued end cap. Pressure changes at the diaphragm
of the pressure sensor ar recorded on an internal data logger. The diaphragm is located
approximate 23/8 inches (6.03 cm) below the external surface of the removable lid. The
distance from the lid to the pressure sensor diaphragm can be obtained by measunng from
the weld nng on the pressure sensor that is closest to the lid.
The maxmum deployment depth for the PT dunng the NH expenment was 4 m.
The PT pressure case is rated to a depth of 100 m, but deployment is limited to 17 m by
the pressure rating of the Druck pressure sensor and the pipe fittings used as case
penetrators. The response of the Drck pressure sensor is linear and accurate up to a
pressure of 40 psi (400% of rated pressure). Deployment at these depths require a change
in the resistors used to control the amplifier circuit gain and offset._A conservative 13 m
maxmum depth specification for the PTL, with the existing pressure sensor, would allow
for occasional deeper water deployments (outside the shallow tidal systems in which the
PT was designed to be used). This specification would allow for 4 m water surface
waves to be superimposed on the deployment depth. Deployments deeper than 13 m
would require a redesign of all penetrators and the use of a pressure sensor rated for a
greater depth.
The electronics rack inside the pressure case (Figure 2.2) is made of non-
conducting matenals. Al penetrations are through one end cap to which the electronics
rack is attached. This design allows the user to open the case and remove al electronic
pars from one end. Fewer o-ring seals are needed reducing fabrication tie and the
likelihood of water leaks. Both sensors penetrate the end cap using 1/4" National Pipe
Thead (NPT). These threads are used in low pressure pipe systems such as domestic
water piping where the pressure is tyically 80 psi or less. For low pressure
oceanographic applications these fittings provide a low cost, highly reliable solution to
water proof penetration needs.
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2.2. Electronic
The PT major electronic components consist of a strain gauge pressure sensor, a
thermstor encapsulated inside a 1/4" NPT stainless steel pipe plug, a digital data logger
(Onset Computer, Tattetae model 2b), an interface board (designed and fabncated at
WHOI), and a battery pack. Temperature is measured using a thermster and resistor to
create a voltage divider circuit. The system's Tattetae data logger, which requires very
litte power (5 ma in sleep mode, 30 ma in run mode) has a 229 kB data capacity RA
storage. At Great Bay the maxmum deployment tie of the PT was defined by the data
storage capacity rather than by the power capacity of the battery pack. Using a sampling
scheme that records one tide record every 6 minutes and 120 wave observations every hour
(4 Hz for 30 seconds). The memory is filed in about 30 days. Sampling can be adjusted
to fit the user's needs.
The interface electronics board (Figure 2.3) consists of a differential, chopper-
stabilized amplifier (Linear Technologies par #LTC1052) with a capacitor switching
differential input (LTC par #1043) with + or - offset adjustment capabilities. Using about
1 ma powered from the Tatetae voltage regulator, the amplifier has a gai of about 100.
The output of the amplifier is limited to less than 5 volts because the amplifer is excited by
the output of the data logger's onboard 5 volt regulator. Limitig the amplifier output to
less than 5 volts is important because the data logger's analog to digita (A to D) converter
wil fai with an input higher than 5 volts. A component carer is used to mount
appropnate gain and offset controllng resistors. If the PT is to be deployed at a different
depth the gain and offset can be changed to optimize resolution. The resistors that afect the
gain and offset are easily changed because they are mounted on a component carer.
The pressure sensors in the PTLs are Druck model PDCR 961. This pressure
sensor has a manufacturer's specified accuracy of about 0.68 cm of seawater (sw). Careful
calibration at WHOI, however, indicate significantly better results are possible (see Section
4). Pressure measurements are made ratiometncally using the regulated 5 volt DC supplied
from the Tattetae (ratiometrc because this voltage is also the A to D reference voltage).
The amplifier dnves to within 0.02 volts of the 5 volt supply giving a digital dynamc range
of 0 to 4084 out from the A to D converter. The digital range of 4084"translates to a
resolution of about 0.1 cm sw over the 4 m depth range used at Great Bay. The 4 m depth
range specification for Great Bay was to accommodate the 2.5 m maxum spnng tidal
range, 0.5 m bunal into the mud flat, potential ai pressure fluctuations equivalent to 35
cm, plus a few tens of cm to spare.
2.3. Power requirements
The battery pack consists of two 6 volt alkaline lantern battenes. The battery used at
Great Bay (Dracell par #PC915) has approximately 11 amp hours capacity if a cut off
voltage of 3.5 and a temperatue of 21 degrees C is assumed. Choosing a typical
temperature of 12 degrees C and reducing the capacity of the battery to approximately 80%
(this is a conservative specification because specifications from Duacell indicate that at 12
degree C the amp hour capacity is reduced to only 90%), the two battenes supply 8.8 amp
hours. The sampling scheme at Great Bay was (i) bursts of 0.5 second samples averaged
for one miute staring every six minutes (to resolve tide), and (ii) bursts of 0.25 second
samples of unaveraged pressure for a duration of 30 seconds staring every hour (120
records recorded to resolve waves).
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The following battery capacity requirement is denved assuming that the system runs
for 1.1 minutes every 6 minutes (for tide measurement and Tattetae war-up) plus an
additional 36 second recording event every hour for wave measurements.
1.
2.
32 ma for 11.6 minl for running Tattletale
5 ma for 48.4 minlr for sleeping Tattletae
4.45 amp hr
2.9 amp hr
(for 30 days)
(for 30 days)
The total power requirement of 7.4 amp hours is significantly less than the avaiable
8.8 amp hours, and the PT could be programed to sample less frequently and remain
deployed longer. Nonetheless, it is generally suggested that easily accessible shallow
water deployments be limited to 30 days as many factors such as fouling and damage due
to boat trafc can jeopardize data.
Using the Eveready 6 volt lantern battery #528 wil increase the power capacity
signficantly. The specifications for the 528 indicate that at similar discharge rates to that of
the Great Bay deployment scheme the 528 wil provide about 16 ampere hours at 12 0 c.
This would mean a deployment lengt (if additional memory was used) of about 65 days.
2.4 Data capacity
The data storage requirement for one data word is 2 bytes. For each 6 minute data
sample (pressure, temperature, date, and tie) the data storage requirement is 8 bytes.
This implies 80 bytes/hr, or 1920 bytes/day, or 57,600 bytes/30 days. The hourly
component wil use 240 bytes/hour plus 4 bytes for date and tie which wil use 5,856
bytes/day, or 175,680 bytes/30 days. This would require a data storage capacity of
233,280 bytes to make the above deployment. The data storage capacity of 229,000 wil be
expended in 29.45 days using the above sampling technique. The following is a
breakdown of a sequence of data words used in recording tide and waves. The IT is a
sequential recorder (1 dimension aray). The smallest amount of memory that the PTL can
record is one Byte.
Beginnig of data fie year (1B), Month(1B), Day(1B)
Tide P (2B), T(2B), Day(1B), Hour(1B), Minute(1B), second(1B)
P (2B), T(2B), Day(1B), Hour(1B), Minute(1B), second(1B)
P (2B), T(2B), Day(1B), Hour(1B), Minute(1B), second(1B)
P (2B), T(2B), Day(1B), Hour(1B), Minute(1B), second(1B)
P (2B), T(2B), Day(1B), Hour(1B), Minute(1B), second(1B)
P (2B), T(2B), Day(1B), Hour(1B), Minute(1B), second(1B)
Waves Day(lB), Hour(lB), Minute(lB), Second(lB)
P (2B)
P (2B)
P (2B)
P (2B)
P (2B)
P (2B)
Note that the user's option allows the selection of no wave samples as well as tide
interval in which case the above data stream would be changed.
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3. Software
Software requirements for the PT were (i) sample and store data accurately and
efficiently, (ii) assist the user in mistake free instrment set up (including reminders and
logical entr protocol), (iii) allow the user to dump data quickly in a format compatible with
existing software, (iv) allow the user to define different sampling schemes easily. The
Tattetale data logger, which is easily programed in BASIC computer language, is ideally
suited for this task.
The PT program gives the user menu-options for setting up data acquisition
schemes and other functions. All program functions take place while the PT is running on
its battenes and connected to a termal emulator. It is recommended that an emulator
produced by Onset Computer (TattleTools) be used when setting up the PTL. This allows
convenient reloading of the software after switching power on. For the Great Bay project
TattleTools v.1.33 for the Macintosh was used. Onset also provides Windows 3.1 based
software. The loaded software is lost in the event of a disconnection with the alaline
lantern battenes, but any data in the RA are preserved as long as the Tattletale's lithum
backup battery is functional. Disconnecting the lantern battenes is a practical way to
"reboot" the PTL, keeping in mind one must reload the PT softare afterward. The
software downloads data from the PT by dumping it to a computer screen so it is practical
to use a communication program that easily saves a screen dump when downloading. The
user should ensure that handshakng is enabled on the IT 2B before staring the dump
routine. The Tattletools command Xshake 1500 enables handshakng with a time-out of
15 seconds.
3.1. Example session
::RUN
PTL FILD PROGRA VERSION 4.1
C. FRIEDRICHS, W. SPENCER, T. McSherr SEPT 11, 1992
LAST UPDATED AUG. 5 1993
(NOTE: REPLACE LIT EVERRADY #CR2032 BY JUY 1998)
PT BATTRY VOLTAGE UNER NORMAL LOAD = 2861 CPU units (see calibration)
!! ACCOUN FOR TEMPERATU WHN CALCULATIG DEPLOYMNT LIF !!
ENTR PT ID NUMBER (1,3,4,5 OR 6): 1
P1 TI is NOW 0:0::36 ON 1/1/80
DO YOU WAN TO SET TI & DATE? (O=NO, 1=YES): 1
YOU WIL ENTR YEAR, MONT, DAY, HOUR, MIN AND
SECOND, ONE AT A TI. TH EXACT TI WIL BE REGISTERED
WHN YOU HIT RETU AFR ENTRIG TH SECOND.
TH YEAR IS (0 TO 99) 97
TH MONTH is (1 TO 12) 11
TH DAY is (1 TO 31) 5
TH HOUR IS (0 TO 23) 11
TH MIN is (0 TO 59) 24
TH SECOND is (0 TO 59) 40
NEW PTL TI is NOW 11:24::40 ON 11/5197
is NEW PTL TIE OK? (O=NO, 1=YES): 1
12
MENU: OPTON ENTR
SCREEN lEST PTL 1
SET UP FOR TIE OR TIE & WAVE 2CALffRAlE PTL 3
DUMP DATA FROM PTL 4EXI 5
MENU OPTON: 2
TIDE SAMPLING SCHEME:
PRESSUR is SAMPLED EVERY 0.5 SEC DURIG A BURST.
TH AVERAGE PRESSUR SAMPLE DURG TH BURST IS THN
RECORDED TO TH DATAFE AS A TIE READING.
IF YOU MAKE A MISTAKE, TYPE c:C1R:: C AN BEGIN AGAI
EN1R INRV AL BETWEN BEGING OF TIE BURSTS IN M1S
(6 is SUGGESlED, MUST BE MULTILE OF 2): 6
ENTR NUMBER OF PRESSUR SAMPLES PER TIE BURST
(120 IS SUGGESTED, 180 MA): 120
ENTR TOTAL LENGTH OF DEPLOYMENT IN HOURS: 720
DO YOU WAN TO LOG WAVES? (O=NO, I=YES): 0
PTL TIE IS NOW 11:25::28 ON 11/5/97
ENTR DAlE AN TI FOR FIRST TIE OBSERVATION:
MONT WilL BE (1 TO 12) 11
DAY WilL BE (1 TO 31) 7
HOUR WIL BE (0 TO 24) 12
MIN WIL BE (0 TO 59) 00
SECOND WIL BE (0 TO 59) 00
!! SELECT AN SAVE INORMATION BETWEN STARS!!
**** ** * *** *** *** ****** ******** * *** ** **** ***** *** * ** * ** *** ****
SET-UP INORMATION FOR PT NO.1
1ST RECORD CENTRED AT 12:0::0 + 3 SECONDS, ON 11/797
TIE BURST INRV AL = 6 MINUTS
SAMPLES PER BURST = 120
LENGTH OF DEPLOYMNT = 720 HOURS
WAVES (O=NO, I=YES) =0
BYTS USED WIL BE = 57603 OUT OF POSSffLE 224000
* *** ** *** * ** ******* ******** **** *** ** * ** *** * ** *** * ***** * ******
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4. Calibration
4.1. Method
Because of the very small pressure differences to be resolved at Great Bay, a large
effort was expended in accurately calibrating the PT pressure sensors. Calibration of the
PTs was performed in an open stairwell at WHOI which allowed a five meter plastic tube
to be hung vertcally with several PTs attached at the base via hose fittings. The tube was
filled with fresh water and the water level was adjusted relative to a cloth measunng tae
attached to the hose. The measunng tape was graduated in meters. The height of the water
column adjacent to the measunng tape was observed by eye and recorded in a lab notebook
while the PTs recorded internally at 1 Hz. The height of the water column was adjusted
every one to two minutes, and the response of each PTL was later averaged over each tie
interval (afer the water level had stabilied) to produce a single record corresponding to
each height. The barometnc pressure in the standards lab in another par of the building
was also recorded penodically to at least parally correct for the effects of vanable
atmosphenc pressure. Some results of the PT calibrations are displayed in Table 4.1.
4.2. Offset
Calibration offset information was not paricularly useful at the Great Bay field
expenment beause precise elevation bench marks could not be established. Nonetheless,
intercept information (probably accurate to :! to 10 mm) is listed in Table 4.1 for the 1993
calibrations. This information may be useful in interpreting futue PT deployments.
Applying the gain and intercepts in Table 4.1 to future PTL deployments wil provide a first
estimate of the equivalent column of fresh water above the sensor, i.e., one estimate of
gauge pressure not including atmosphenc pressure. The resulting tota height represents
the distance from the pressure sensor diaphragm, about 2.3/8" (6.03 cm) below the outer
surface of the endcap, to the top of the water column. It is importt to note the strong
dependence of the intercept on the atmosphenc pressure dunng calibration, thus mean
atmosphenc pressure dunng calibration is included in Table 4.1. A one millbar change in
atmosphenc pressure is equivalent to 10.2 mm of H20, and if applied elsewhere, the
intercepts in Table 4.1 must be adjusted appropriately to match the local atmosphenc
pressure. In interpreting PT field data it must be remembered that the PTL records tota
pressure, including atmosphenc pressure (i.e., not gauge pressure). To interpret field data
in terms of subtle local changes in sea level, barometnc effects must be removed by
subtracting out a record of atmosphenc pressure recorded nearby, which often includes
pressure vanations equivalent to about 30 cm of fresh water. Correction for barometnc
pressure is not necessar, however, when calculating the pressure gradient between two
PTs deployed simultaneously within a few kilometers of each other. It is safe to assume
the spatial vanations in barometnc pressure are on the order of 10s to 100s of km, so that
the difference in pressure between two nearby PTs wil not include barometnc effects.
4.3 Gain
At Great Bay resolution of relative head differences between instruments on the
order of a few millmeters was desired. Since the tidal range at Great Bay is about two
meters, gains must remain stable within a few pars per thousand over the penod of a thee-
week deployment. The results displayed in Table 4.1 suggest that the PTs are capable of
this degree of accuracy. Exceptions are PT03 in 1992, which was not properly adjusted
for high resolution sampling until the second deployment, and PT6 in 1993, which
malfunctioned between the two expenments and apparently remained unstable afer being
rebuilt. Otherwise, apparent dnfts in gain over a given deployment are probably due in
large par to the errors inherent in (i) visual estimation of water height dunng the calbration
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Table 4.1 Pressure sensor calibrations
P' Dat Temp Gain R-square # obs. Range Intercept Atmos. Pres.
(C) (mm H20Ibit) (mbar)
P'O I 9/15/92 4 1.29935 0.9999370 15 672 - 3866
9/15/92 19 1.29691 0.9999924 16 807 - 3904
9/15/92 28 1.29726 0.9999898 16 853 - 3834
10/27/92 r.t. 1.29175 0.9999938 16 955 - 3841
7/22/93 r.t. 1.29891 0.9999872 31 816 - 3997 -706 1010.0
9/14/93 r.t. 1.29824 0.9999974 20 961 - 3916 -843 1022.6
P'03 10/27/92 r.t. 14.61 0.9910 18 76 - 397
7/22/93 r.t. 31.18 0.9947 31 73 - 209 -1822 1010.0
8/3/93 r.t. 1.29944 0.9999982 19 118 - 3879 250 1014.3
9/14/93 r.t. 1.29545 0.9999987 23 183 - 3809 171 1022.6
P'04 9/17/92 r.t. 1.30495 0.9999934 13 508 - 3476
10/27/92 r.t. 1.29947 0.9999976 18 481 - 4043
7/22/93 r.t. 1.30612 0.9999937 31 319 - 3495 -62 1010.0
8/3/93 r.t. 1.30642 0.9999985 18 401 - 3837 -114 1014.3
9/14/93 r.t. 1.30134 0.9999966 23 457 - 4070 -184 1022.6
P'05 9/15/92 4 1.29953 0.9999559 15 630 - 3823
9/15/92 19 1.29624 0.9999975 16 762 - 3858
9/15/92 28 1.29699 0.9999947 16 797 - 3777
12/14/92 r.t. 1.30134 0.9999643 13 880 - 3554
7/22/93 r.t. 1.30051 0.9999956 31 662 - 3851 -507 1010.0
9/14/93 r.t. 1.30105 0.9999977 21 811 - 4023 -650 1022.6
P'06 9/17/92 r.t. 1.29949 0.9999930 16 552 - 3882
12/14/92 r.t. 1.29081 0.9999584 12 579 - 3276
8/3/93 r.t. 1.24697 0.9999832 18 308 - 3902 13 1014.3
9/14/93 r.t. 1.22812 0.9999990 21 403 - 3804 -90 1022.6
r.t. = room temperature
Table 4.2 Estimates of P' accuracy
PT Experiment Gain error
P'O I Fall 92 1.29480 0.00304
Summer 93 1.29858 0.00034
PT03 Summer 93 1.29744 0.00200
PT04 Fall 92 1.30221 0.00274
Summer 93 1.30380 0.00246
PT05 Fall 92 1.29946 0.00187
Summer 93 1.30078 0.00027
PT06 Fall 92 1.29515 0.00434
Mean error: 0.00213
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procedure and (ü) in correcting for changes in barometrc pressure dunng the calbration
process. For example, the r-squared values for calibrations on 12/14/92 and for the 4
degree calibration on 9/15/92 are consistently lower than the r-squared values for the 19
and 28 degree calbrations on 9/15/92, regardless of the individual PTL examned. Also
the gains measured for PT01 and PTL05 on 9/15/92 shift in unison between calibrations,
but not monotonically with temperature. Since a single set of height readings are used for
al PTLs dunng a given calbration run, inaccurate visual readings of water elevations or
imperfect corrections for atmosphenc pressure could produce such systematic vanations.
The smallest pre- to post-expenment dnft in gain (for PTL05 between 7/22/93 and 9/14/93)
is associated with very high r-squared values, furter suggesting that stability in gain is
largely a function of calibration errors.
Table 4.2 displays the gains used in processing the field data along with an estimate
of the likely error in the gain. The gain used for each analysis is the mean of the gain
measured before and afer the expenment. The error is the difference between the mean
gain and the pre-expenment gain. (Te 1992 data from PT03 and the 1993 data from
PT06 were not accurate enough for application to pressure gradient calculations.) Table
4.2 indicates that the "error" in gain was generally less for the second experiment than the
first, which is consistent with a reduction in human error dunng calibration with practice.
As discussed in the previous paragraph, the apparent dnft in gain is probably an
overestimate of the tre dnft because of inaccuracies in visually recording the water column
height and accounting for changing barometrc pressure. It is liely that the tre limtation
of PT accuracy is closer to the lowest calbration errors in Table 4.2., i.e., less than one
par in a thousand. To be conservative, however, the error in gain for the purposes of field
dat analysis was assumed to be the average of the errors listed in Table 4.2, i.e., about
two pars per thousand.
5. Summary
5.1 Experiment results
For 3 weeks each in September '92 and August '93, an aray of five to six pressure
sensors were instaled over 1 km2 of intertidal flats, along with 1 electromagnetic current
meter (EMCM) in '92 and 4 EMCMs in '93. This provided background hydrodynamc
information while bottom topography (relative to rods inserted into the mud) and sediment
were repeatedly sampled over the flat. Topographic changes suggest sediment do indeed
continually disperse from areas of high bottom stress toward areas of low bottom stress.
Dunng calm penods, shear stress is greater in channels due to tidal velocities, and sediment
moves from the channels to the flats. Dunng wind events, stress is greater on the flats due
to wind waves, and sediment moves back to the channels. Neither of these conditions is
sustained for suffcient periods for the flat to reach "equilibnum" with a single dominant
process. Rather, it appears the flat is always in "disequilbnum", continually adjusting
toward, but never reaching, either wave-dominated or tidally-dominated morphologies.
5.2 PTL
The 5 PTs (PT 2 was not fabncated) used dunng the Great Bay project proved to
be accurate and reliable. The exception was PT 6 which suffered from a fabncation
problem. The PTLs have a specified accuracy of .8 cm of sw. The accuracy of the gain was
noted to be better (0.2 cm ) than the specified accuracy. The resolution of the PT can be
adjusted to less than 0.0001 m. The dnft in pressure data was noted to be less than 0.2 em
over a 3 week deployment. Dunng the Great Bay expenments the temperature data from the
PTLs were not used. The PTLs record temperature to an accuracy of 0.10 C.
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